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Abstract— Coding metasurfaces have been introduced as
efficient tools allowing meticulous control over the electromag-
netic (EM) scattering. One of their relevant application areas is
radar cross section (RCS) reduction, which principally relies on
the diffusion of impinging EM waves. Despite its significance,
careful control of the scattering properties poses a serious chal-
lenge at the level of practical realization. This article is concerned
with (global) design optimization of coding metasurfaces featur-
ing broadband RCS reduction. We adopt a two-stage optimization
procedure involving data-driven supervised-learning, sequential-
search strategy, and direct EM-based design closure of the entire
metasurface oriented toward maximizing the RCS reduction
bandwidth. Our framework is then used to develop a two-bit
coding metasurface. To handle the combinatorial explosion at
the concurrent meta-atom optimization stage, a sequential-search
strategy has been developed that enables global search capability
at low computational cost. Finally, EM-based optimization is
executed to maximize RCS reduction bandwidth at the level of
entire metasurface. The properties of the coding metasurface are
demonstrated using monostatic and bistatic RCS performance.
The 10-dB RCS reduction can be obtained in the frequency
range of 14.8–37.2 GHz, in a monostatic configuration. Also,
15-dB RCS reduction can be maintained in the frequency
range of 16.7–37 GHz. Simulations are validated using physical
measurements of the fabricated prototypes. Finally, the perfor-
mance of the structure is benchmarked against recently reported
designs.

Index Terms— Beam manipulation, coding metasurface, dif-
fusion, multibit coding, radar cross section (RCS), supervised
learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the advancements in radar detection methods,
improving stealthiness of aircrafts has become a

forefront of research within the stealth technology [1]–[3].
Conventional approaches adopted to accomplish the stealth
features commonly involve shape and material stealth [4]. The
former impacts the aerodynamic performance and structural
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integrity of the aircraft. The latter suffers from the increased
thickness, weight, and cost. A relatively new class of arti-
ficially engineered materials, or metamaterials, has recently
become a viable alternative to conventional stealth approaches.

A metasurface is a planar patterned surface composed of
subwavelength periodic arrays of meta-atoms (or unit cells),
offering extraordinary characteristics [5]. Until now, metasur-
faces are developed as either absorbing metasurfaces [6]–[8]
or scattering manipulation metasurfaces [9]–[23]. The for-
mer ones are designed to convert the electromagnetic (EM)
wave energy into heat and dissipate it. These metasurfaces
are susceptible to infrared detectors, which increases their
detection probability. In 2011, Yu et al. [9] proposed a
generalized Snell’s law, followed by the introduction of the
idea of scattering manipulation [10] and, finally, the design
of the metasurface composed of V-shaped meta-atoms [10].
Therein, the phase and the amplitude of the EM wave can be
effectively manipulated by changing the meta-atom geometry.
Also, the weight, thickness, and losses of the structure can be
maintained below a certain, practically acceptable level. These
attributes make the scattering control metasurfaces a hotspot
in the stealth research.

Contemporary metasurfaces can be classified into single-
beam [9], [10], multibeam [11]–[13], and the diffusion meta-
surfaces [14]–[19]. The single-beam scattering metasurfaces
offer radar cross section (RCS) reduction in a monostatic
configuration; however, they are not effective to reduce bistatic
RCS, essential in the context of multibase radar detection
technology. To realize RCS reduction in a bistatic regime,
it is important to increase the number of scattering beams.
One example is a checkerboard metasurface [13], employing
two distinct meta-atom designs in a chessboard configuration.
The two meta-atoms represents two-phase states (0 and π)
to realize essential RCS reduction [13]. However, a limited
number of scattering beams and a fixed beam propagation
direction limit the widespread utility of a checkerboard meta-
surface. To further increase the number of scattering beams,
the idea of diffusion metasurface (also referred to as a coding
metasurface) has been presented [14]–[16], featuring a random
arrangement of the meta-atoms. This leads to the increased
number of scattered beams and, hence, successful bistatic RCS
reduction. In [15] and [16], the coding diffusion metasurfaces
are exploited to achieve the required RCS reduction perfor-
mance. Yet, the RCS reduction performance of such structures
is limited up to 50◦ angle of incidence (as in [15]). In this class
of metasurfaces, the major scattering directions remain within
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a certain angular range, which might have adverse effects on
the RCS performance. The absence of rigorous methods of
predicting and controlling the allocation of the scattered beams
hinders the widespread use of diffusion metasurfaces. Their
backscattering characteristics solely rely on the geometrical
structure of meta-atoms. To provide additional degrees of
freedom and to facilitate the manipulation of EM waves, four
types of meta-atom designs representing four phase states
(0, π /2, π , and 3π /2) can be utilized as a building block of a
two-bit coding metasurface [20], [21]. However, the develop-
ment of such architectures involves concurrent optimization of
the meta-atoms. The lack of efficient techniques to optimize
individual meta-atoms and the entire metasurface limits the
performance of multibit coding metasurfaces, in particular,
their RCS reduction bandwidth.

Conventional metasurface design methodologies employ
empirical reasoning and intuition-inspired practices. The
two design stages involved in the process are the design
and optimization of individual meta-atoms, followed by the
optimization of the entire metasurface. Due to the absence
of reliable analytical models, the only practical choice
is experience-driven design methods. Unfortunately, such
approaches exhibit limited efficacy as well as capability
to identify truly optimum designs. Efficient development
of multibit metasurfaces requires innovative algorithmic
solutions, capable of tacking the aforementioned downsides.
The developments in high-performance computing have
dramatically boosted the utility of rigorous EM-driven design
procedures, principally based on numerical optimization [24].
However, direct EM-based optimization of complex structures
using conventional algorithms may be prohibitively expensive,
especially if global exploration is needed. A practical solution
might be the utilization of supervised machine learning [25],
involving metamodeling [26]–[29]. Shifting the computational
overhead to a cheaper metamodel, implementing a sequential-
search strategy, and finally incorporating other means such as
problem decomposition [31] may enable efficient development
of complex multibit metasurfaces, otherwise impractical.

This work proposes a novel algorithmic framework for
global optimization of two-bit coding metasurface featuring
broadband RCS reduction performance. The metasurface is
composed of lattices featuring four unique geometries of
meta-atoms to mimic “00,” “01,” “10,” and “11” binary codes,
standing for a phase reflection state of 0, π /2, π , and 3π /2,
respectively. The optimization procedure adopted in this work
involves a data-driven supervised-learning technique [32],
sequential-search strategy to face combinatorial explosion and
permit global exploration, as well as EM-based local optimiza-
tion of the entire structure at hand. It should be noted that the
concept of supervised-learning-based optimization procedure
has been adopted from [32]; however, the global optimization
procedure (the sequential-search algorithm) has been devel-
oped specifically to tackle the challenges pertinent to handling
four meta-atoms, where the original approach of [32] would
not work due to excessive computational costs. Supervised
learning involves sampled EM simulation data, with the sur-
rogate model implemented using kriging interpolation [25].
The latter serves as a meta-atom phase characteristic predictor

during the global optimization stage. The sequential-search
strategy is introduced to decompose the optimization task by
gradually increasing the pool of simultaneously considered
pairs of meta-atoms, thus effectively administering the compu-
tational overhead. This turns instrumental in handling the task,
otherwise computationally prohibitive considering the large
dimensionality of the parameter space. At the EM-based local
optimization stage, a trust-region (TR) gradient algorithm with
sparse sensitivity updates [31] and a regularization approach
is applied to expedite the optimization procedure and to
efficiently handle frequency-localized violations of assumed
level of the RCS reduction.

The adopted algorithmic solution addresses the key chal-
lenges pertinent to global optimization of meta-atom designs
in a fully automated manner. It has been applied to develop a
multibit coding metasurface featuring 10-dB RCS reduction
in a frequency range from 14.8 to 37.5 GHz. The design
is validated both numerically and experimentally and shown
to outperform the state-of-the-art benchmark structures with
respect to the RCS reduction bandwidth and the level RCS
reduction.

The technical novelty and major contributions of this article
can be summarized as follows: 1) development of an algo-
rithmic solution to enable systematic and globally optimum
meta-atom designs; 2) development of sequential approach
for global optimization of meta-atoms to address the issue
of combinatorial explosion when handling simultaneous para-
meter tuning of multiple unit cells; 3) development of alter-
native objective function formulation for efficient EM-driven
design closure of the metasurface, addressing the problem of
discontinuities due to localized violations of the acceptance
threshold for the RCS reduction; 4) corroborating the efficacy
of the design procedure as well as demonstrating its practical
utility in the context of complex metasurface design and opti-
mization; and 5) the employment of the proposed algorithmic
framework to the development of a high-performance two-bit
coding metasurface for broadband RCS reduction. It should be
emphasized that the proposed algorithmic solution is—to the
authors’ best knowledge—the first endeavor in the literature
to ensure globally optimum meta-atom designs, indispensable
in the development of complex multibit coding metasurfaces.
At the same time, it should be reiterated that the primary
point of interest and the scope of the article are numerical
optimization of multibit coding metasurfaces, in particular
introduction of a procedure for identifying globally optimum
parameter setup and providing the means that allow us to
solve numerical challenges that arise on the way (cf. points (ii)
and (iii) mentioned above). Proposing methods for RCS reduc-
tion is outside the scope of this work. The considered specific
metasurface design is discussed merely as a demonstration
example for the algorithmic framework.

This article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the geometry and EM modeling of the
exemplary meta-atom, subsequently used to develop the RCS
reduction metasurface and to demonstrate the considered
algorithmic solution. Section III provides the comprehensive
description of the supervised-learning-enabled concurrent
meta-atom optimization procedure. Section IV discusses the
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the meta-atom considered in this work. (a) Crusader
cross topology. (b) Five exemplary meta-atom geometries within the parameter
space.

optimization results, followed by a demonstration of a two-bit
coding metasurface and its experimental validation. Section V
concludes this article.

II. GEOMETRY CONFIGURATION OF META-ATOMS

AND CODING METASURFACE

This section describes the topology of a considered meta-
atom (metasurface building block). It also contains a brief
discussion concerning the coding sequence applied in the
development procedure of a two-bit coding metasurface uti-
lized to demonstrate the algorithmic framework proposed in
the work.

A. Meta-Atom Geometry

Fig. 1(a) shows the geometry of a meta-atom design con-
sidered in this work. The underlying topology is borrowed
from [32], and it resembles the crusader cross. The geometry
is parameterized as

f (t) = et

p
, 0 ≤ t ≤ b (1)

where p, b, and d , are the designable variables that deter-
mine the overall structure of the meta-atom. The considered
geometry offers ample flexibility in the meta-atom design
[cf. Fig. 1(b)] while using a small number of designable
variables. The latter facilitates the supervised-learning-based
modeling process and, in particular, ensures the reliability of
the replacement model without incurring excessive computa-
tional expenses. Fig. 1(b) shows the geometrical flexibility
of the considered meta-atom design, i.e., broad ranges of
visually distinct topologies that can be generated using the
basic geometry of Fig. 1(a).

A ground-backed Arlon AD250 is modeled as a dielectric
layer with a relative permittivity of (εr = 2.5), a loss tangent

Fig. 2. Coding sequence applied to develop 4 × 4 diffusion metasurface.

of (tanδ = 0.0018), and a thickness of (h = 1.5 mm). Perfect
electrical conductor (PEC) is selected as the metallic material
in the computational (EM simulation) model. The overall size
of the meta-atom is W × L = 6 × 6 mm2.

B. Coding Sequence of a Two-Bit Coding Metasurface

The development of a two-bit coding metasurface requires
the utilization of four meta-atom designs. Consequently, the
coding sequence encompassing four atoms is sophisticated
than that corresponding to the standard chessboard config-
uration involving only two atoms. Here, the four atoms are
represented as “00,” “01,” “10,” and “11,” in the arrangement
shown in Fig. 2. Each atom represents a phase reflection
state of 0, π /2, π , and 3π /2, respectively. As presented,
the entire matrix includes sixteen lattices, arranged in
a 4 × 4 configuration.

III. SUPERVISED-LEARNING-ENABLED METASURFACE

OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

This section briefly describes the implementation of a
supervised-learning-based design procedure. We start by sum-
marizing the complete procedure, followed by a discus-
sion of the major components of the two-stage optimization
procedure.

A. Design Approach Summary

The complete metasurface design procedure consists of
two independent optimization stages. The first stage involves
construction of a fast replacement model (surrogate) of the
meta-atom within the parameter space determined by the lower
and upper bounds of designable variables. Here, the allocation
of the training samples on a rectangular grid is followed by
data acquisition through EM simulations of the meta-atom
computational model. The surrogate itself is rendered using
kriging interpolation. The trained model is utilized as a pre-
diction tool for global exploration of the parameter space. The
latter is computationally prohibitive when executed directly at
the level of the EM simulation model. Low dimensionality of
the parameter space allows sufficient prediction power of the
surrogate and thus to eliminate EM analysis from the global
exploration stage altogether. Furthermore, the global search
is carried out in a sequential manner to efficiently handle
combinatorial explosion pertinent to concurrent optimization
of four meta-atoms. Finally, EM-driven optimization of the
entire metasurface is performed to directly extend the RCS
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram of the supervised-learning-based design procedure.

Fig. 4. Algorithmic flow of a sequential-search stage (cf. Fig. 3).

reduction bandwidth. The flow diagram of the complete design
optimization procedure along with a separate illustration of the
global search stage is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The
details concerning individual parts of the process are provided
in the remaining part of this section.

B. Data-Driven Modeling and Concurrent Optimization of
Meta-Atoms

The initial optimization stage involves data-driven meta-
models [32]. It determines four globally optimum meta-atom

designs exhibiting the phase difference within the range of
{ jπ /2 ± αmax} j=1,2,3 over a possibly broad frequency range
F . The threshold αmax is set to 37◦, considering practical
recommendations in the literature (see [13]). These phases are
understood as pertaining to the first and the second meta-atom
(π /2 ±αmax), the second and the third meta-atom (2π /2
±αmax), and the third and the fourth atom (3π /2 ±αmax).

The vector of designable variables and the response of the
EM simulation model will be denoted as x = [x1, . . . , xn]T ∈
X and RP (x), respectively. The latter represents the phase
reflection characteristics of the corresponding meta-atom
design.

The parameter space X is defined by the lower and upper
bounds l = [l1, . . . , ln]T and u = [u1, . . . , un]T such that ll ≤
xl ≤ ul , l = 1, . . . , n.

The data acquisition is accomplished by uniformly allocat-
ing N samples within the parameter space X and obtain-
ing their corresponding EM simulation responses. Therein,
the surrogate model S is trained by means of kriging inter-
polation [25]. The model is identified using the training
samples {x(k), RP (x(k))}k=1,...,N . The samples are allocated
on a rectangular grid, with the number of grid nodes along
each parameter space axis decided based on a large-scale
sensitivity analysis. This design of experiments is suitable for
low-dimensional parameter spaces. The kriging model uses
the first-order polynomial as a trend function and a Gaussian
correlation function.

The surrogate model is employed to carry out global opti-
mization of the four meta-atom designs, aiming at identifica-
tion of the variable vectors x( j)∗, j = 1, 2, 3, and 4, such that
that the phase differences at the level of the surrogate model,
i.e., �P(x( j)∗, x( j+1)∗) = S(x( j)∗)− S(x( j+1)∗), simultaneously
conform to

jπ

2
− αmax ≤ �P

(
x( j)∗, x( j+1)∗) ≤ jπ

2
+ αmax (2)

for j = 1, 2, and 3, over a possibly wide range of frequencies.
As mentioned before, we set αmax = 37◦. Using the aggregated
variable vector where the objective function U is defined as

xp = [
(x(1))T (x(2))T ( x(3))T (x(4))T

]T
(3)

the design task can be formulated as follows:
x∗

p = arg min
xp∈X×X×X×X

U(xp). (4)

The objective function U is defined as

U(xp) = −[
fR(xp) − fL (xp)

]
(5)

where fL and fR are the frequencies determining the largest
continuous frequency range for which the phase difference
condition (2) is satisfied for all frequencies f ∈ [ fL , fR].

Having a fast surrogate model, the intention is to perform a
global grid-constrained exhaustive search, followed by a local
refinement. We denote by Mm1,...,mn a rectangular grid defined
so that x ∈ Mm1,...,mn if and only if x = [x1, . . . , xn]T is of
the form xk = lk + jk[(uk − lk)/mk], k = 1, . . . , n, where
mk is a grid-defining integer for the kth variable and jk ∈
{0, 1, . . . , mk}. Exhaustive search entails solving the problem

x(0)
p = arg min

x(1),...,x(4)∈Mm1 ,...,mn

U([(x(1) )T , . . . , (x(4))T ]). (6)
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Unfortunately, with four meta-atoms, we face combinatorial
explosion: assuming, for the sake of example, that the grid
Mm1,...,mn has N0 = 1000 nodes, the number of designs to
consider is 1012, which is computationally prohibitive even
with a fast surrogate. Here, in order to address this issue, a
sequential procedure is implemented as follows.

1) Consider the first two meta-atoms. Among all combi-
nations x(1), x(2) ∈ Mm1,...,mn , and select N1 best pairs
X1 = {x(1).k , x(2).k}k=1,...,N1, with respect to the objec-
tive function U1(xp1) = U1([( x(1) )T (x(2))T ]), where
U1(xp1) = −[

fR1(xp1) − fL1(xp1)
]
, with fL1 and fR1

being the frequencies determining the largest continuous
frequency range for which the condition (2) is satisfied
within f ∈ [ fL1, fR1] for j = 1.

2) Consider the first three meta-atoms. Among all combi-
nations x(1), x(2), and x(3) such that {x(1), x(2)} ∈ X1

and x(3) ∈ Mm1,...,mn , select N2 best triples X2 = {x(1).k,
x(2).k , x(3).k}k=1,...,N1, with respect to the objective
function U2(xp2) = U1([(x(1) )T ( x(2) )T (x(3))T ]), where
U2(xp2) = −[ fR2(xp2) − fL2(xp2)], with fL2 and fR2

being the frequencies determining the largest continuous
frequency range for which the condition (2) is satisfied
within f ∈ [ fL2, fR2] for j = 1 and 2 simultaneously.

3) Consider all four meta-atoms. Among all combinations
x(1), x(2), x(3), and x(4) such that {x(1), x(2), x(3)} ∈ X2

and x(4) ∈ Mm1,...,mn , find the best vector x(0)
p according

to the objective function (6).

Note that the number of combinations that have to be con-
sidered at steps 2 and 3 of the above procedure is only N0 N1,
instead of N3

0 and N4
0 , respectively. Thus, the overall number

of considered grid node combinations is only N0(N0 + 2N1),
which would be 3N3

0 if N1 = N0 is selected (as in our actual
numerical experiments). Again, assuming N0 = 1000 (in
practice, less than that, cf. Section IV-A), the reduction of cost
is six orders of magnitude. At the same time, the probability
of finding a truly optimum design this way is very high
because it is extremely likely that the global optimum of
(6) will be among the best N1 combinations of the first two
meta-atoms contained in X1 and even more so among the best
N1 combinations of the first three meta-atoms contained in
X2.

The design x(0)
p is further refined using standard

gradient-based search at the level of the surrogate S. This is
to improve the resolution beyond the initial grid Mm1,...,mn .
When using the above-described surrogate-assisted sequential
procedure, the computational cost of the global optimization
stage is low.

C. EM-Driven Design Optimization of Entire Metasurface

Following global optimization of the meta-atoms,
EM-driven refinement of the entire metasurface is needed.
The latter is indispensable as the optimized meta-atoms
do not directly translate into optimum design of the entire
structure; recall that meta-atoms were tuned to satisfy the
phase difference condition (2), whereas the ultimate goal is
to maximize the RCS reduction bandwidth, and therefore,
the enhancement has to be performed directly. Moreover, due

Fig. 5. Exemplary RCS reduction characteristics representing potential practi-
cal issues. The thick red horizontal line represents the RCS bandwidth (BRCS)
according to the standard formulation, whereas the dashed red horizontal line
represents BRCS as defined by (7). If the RCS reduction characteristics changes
in the course of the optimization process to create the acceptance threshold
violation as shown in the picture, a large discontinuity of the bandwidth
will be observed (when evaluated using the standard formulation), which is
problematic to the optimization process. As opposed to that, the formulation
(7) accommodates the violation without creating any discontinuities.

Fig. 6. Exemplary RCS characteristic with the lower frequency fL , upper
frequency fH , and rmax violation dr marked to indicate the defining quantities
of the objective function for RCS reduction bandwidth improvement.

to high computational cost incurred by structure evaluation,
TR gradient-based algorithm is the only practical choice.
Even in that case, certain acceleration mechanisms should
be incorporated to reduce the CPU overhead to acceptable
levels.

Let xA denote the aggregated designable parameter vector
of four meta-atoms. Furthermore, let Rred(xA, f ) represent the
RCS reduction characteristics over frequency f . The RCS
reduction bandwidth BRCS is defined as the continuous range
of frequencies satisfying the condition Rred(xA, f ) ≥ rmax,
where rmax stands for acceptance threshold (e.g., 10 or 15 dB).

A practical challenge associated with the standard formu-
lation of the optimization task is that local violations of the
condition Rred(xA, f ) ≥ rmax, unavoidable in the course of
the optimization run, lead to discontinuities of the objective
function (here, the RCS reduction bandwidth), as shown
in Fig. 5. These are problematic to gradient-based optimization
algorithms. A workaround is regularization, where violations
are incorporated into the objective function without creating
discontinuities and large jumps in the (formally defined)
bandwidth. A possible formulation is the following, see Fig. 6.
Here, fL and fH represent the minimum and the maximum
frequency for which the condition Rred(xA, f ) ≥ rmax is
satisfied. Let dr denote the maximum allowed violation within
the frequency interval [ fL fH ]. Using these, the objective
function URCS for metasuface optimization will be defined as

URCS(xA) = −[ fH (xA) − fL (xA)] + βcr (xA)2. (7)

The first term in (7) is the RCS reduction bandwidth (the
minus sign is to convert the problem into a minimization task).
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The second component is a regularization term with the
function cr defined as cr (xA) = dr if dr > 0 and zero
otherwise. It is introduced to increase the objective function if
violation of the acceptance threshold appears. The contribution
of the regularization term is controlled by coefficient β. Here,
it is set to β = 1, but this value is not critical. Nevertheless,
it can be used to control the tolerance level of dr .

The formulation (7) efficiently addresses the issues related
to the standard formulation, particularly, the in-band violations
of the objective function within the potential bandwidth. The
parameter adjustment task is formulated as

x∗
A = arg minxA∈X×X×X×XURCS(xA). (8)

Optimization is performed using the TR gradient search
algorithm [33], [34]. To expedite the process, the Jacobian
matrix of Rred is estimated using finite differentiation in the
first iteration and then updated using the rank-one Broyden
formula [31] in the subsequent iterations. Typically, the num-
ber of EM simulations required to achieve an optimal solution
is M · n, where n is the number of designable variables, and
M = 3–4.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Numerical and Experimental Validation of the
Metasurface

This section presents the modeling and optimization results
together with the performance evaluation of the optimum
meta-atom designs. The design configuration of the coding
metasurface is also demonstrated along with its experimental
validation, followed by a discussion of its monostatic and
bistatic RCS performance.

B. Modeling and Optimization Results of Meta-Atoms

The meta-atom design under consideration [cf. Fig. 1(a)]
has three geometry parameters, i.e., p, b, and d . Hence,
the vector of designable variables is x = [p b d]T ; L and W
are fixed. The parameter space X is determined by the lower
and upper bounds l = [3.5 0.3 0.2]T and u = [10 1.6 2.4]T ; all
dimensions are in mm. The training samples are distributed on
a uniform grid M7.12.7 (cf. Section III-B) with a total number
of N = 588 samples. The acquired EM simulation data have
been divided into the training (85 percent) and the test data
(15 percent), later utilized for model accuracy evaluation.
The frequency-domain solver of the CST Microwave Studio
is utilized to evaluate the phase reflection responses of the
meta-atoms.

The absolute error of the surrogate model is as low as 0.86◦
(averaged over the testing set) with the standard deviation
of 1.7◦. These figures demonstrate good predictive power of
the surrogate, especially when considering the typical range
of the meta-atom phase response (>400◦). Fig. 7 shows the
surrogate and EM-simulated meta-atom responses at selected
test locations. The agreement between the surrogate and
EM-simulated responses is excellent.

Having a trained surrogate model, the optimization is
performed according to the procedure of Section III-B.
The obtained geometries are x(1)∗ = [4.222 1.6 2.175]T ,

Fig. 7. Performance of the meta-atom surrogate model: EM model (. . .) and
surrogate responses (◦) at the selected test locations.

Fig. 8. Specific geometries of the globally optimized meta-atoms.

Fig. 9. Reflection performance of the optimized meta-atoms: reflection
amplitude (top) and reflection phase (bottom). The responses of “00,” “01,”
“10,” and “11” are marked (◦), (�), (♦), and (�), respectively.

x(2)∗ = [3.5 1.456 0.2]T , x(3)∗ = [3.5 1.022 0.2]T , and x(4)∗ =
[10 0.422 0.2]T . Fig. 8 shows the designs, classified as “00,”
“01,” “10,” and “11.” The reflection amplitude and phase
responses of the meta-atoms are shown in Fig. 9. The phase
difference characteristics are shown in Fig. 10. Note that the
condition (1) is approximately satisfied for the frequencies
from 20 to about 35 GHz. Consequently, this frequency range
can be anticipated as RCS reduction bandwidth of the entire
metasurface.

C. Optimization Results of the Entire Metasurface

Upon finding globally optimum meta-atom designs
(cf. Section IV-A), the coding metasurface is characterized.
For implementing the entire architecture, the periodic lattices
consisting of atoms “00,” “01,” “10,” and “11,” are arranged
in a uniform manner to realize a diffusive coding metasurface.
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Fig. 10. Reflection phase differences between the optimized meta-atoms. The
gray-shaded area indicates the acceptable range according to the condition (1).
The differences between atoms “00” and “01,” “01” and “10,” and “10” and
“11” are marked (�), (�), and (♦), respectively.

Fig. 11. Configuration of the considered coding metasurface (optimized for
10-dB RCS reduction).

Fig. 11 shows a two-bit coding metasurface comprising
sixteen elements: each consisting of four 4 × 4 periodic
lattices of meta-atoms “00,” “01,” “10,” and “11.” The overall
size of the metasurface is Ws × Ls = 96 × 96 mm2. The
interelement spacing of individual meta-atoms in the array is
s = 6 mm. The structure is implemented on a ground-backed
Arlon AD250 lossy substrate (εr = 2.5, h = 1.5 mm, and
tanδ = 0.0018). To test the RCS performance, an equivalent
PEC surface is implemented to be utilized as a reference. The
time-domain solver of the CST Microwave Studio is utilized
for both the monostatic and bistatic RCS analyses.

At this point, the second optimization stage, i.e., EM-driven
local refinement of the entire metasurface, is executed
(cf. Section III-C). The availability of a good initial design,
determined previously, facilitates gradient-based tuning and
allows us to identify globally optimum design at acceptable

Fig. 12. RCS characteristic of the metasurface optimized for 10-dB (top)
and 15-dB (bottom) reduction threshold. The simulated responses after the
procedure of Section III-B (black) and after final optimization stage (blue) are
shown. The red horizontal line represents the target RCS reduction threshold.

computational expenses. Although finding the global optimum
is not formally guaranteed by the procedure, it is very likely
due to the global optimality of the meta-atom designs, and
the fact is that the phase difference properties (2) are reliable
estimators of the RCS reduction bandwidth. Furthermore,
to demonstrate the utility of adopted two-stage optimization
procedure (i.e., efficacy of the initial and versatility of the
final stage), we optimized the metasuface design for two
levels of RCS reduction, i.e., 10 and 15 dB. This corroborates
that following a systematic design procedure (cf. Section III),
the structure can be seamlessly optimized as per the designer’s
needs.

The designs obtained at the final optimization stages for 10-
and 15-dB RCS reduction thresholds are x∗

A = [3.3978 1.6859
2.9164 3.2022 1.4472 2.5102 5.9794 0.8937 2.2448 8.0707
0.7624 0.3210]T and x∗

B = [4.027 1.666 1.806 2.503 1.321
3.054 7.660 0.952 2.8401 9.504 0.810 0.240]T , respectively.

To quantify the improvement obtained in the final opti-
mization stage, the RCS reduction bandwidth achieved
upon EM-based tuning is compared to the performance of
the structure implemented using the design identified at
the initial optimization stage of Section III-B. As men-
tioned before, the EM-driven optimization is performed for
both 10- and 15-dB RCS reduction levels. The results are
shown in Fig. 12. It can be observed that the supervised-
learning-based design technique already ensures a broad-
band RCS reduction performance. Moreover, after executing
the final optimization stage, the RCS reduction bandwidth
noticeably extends, especially toward the lower frequencies.
The bandwidth improvement level in the final optimization
stage is in the range of 4–5 GHz. For both design scenar-
ios, the RCS reduction occurs in a broad frequency range,
i.e., from 14.8 to 37.2 GHz for 10-dB RCS reduction threshold
and from 16.7 to 37 GHz for 15-dB threshold.

For better illustration, the far-field scattering performance
of a metallic plate, the metasurface optimized for 10 dB, and
the metasurface designed for 15-dB RCS reduction level are
presented in Fig. 13. The 3-D scattering field distribution is
obtained by far-field simulation of the structure. It can be
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Fig. 13. 3-D scattering performance. (a) PEC surface. Metasurface optimized
for (b) 10 dB and (c) 15 dB. The plots correspond to the frequency of 30 GHz.

Fig. 14. Bistatic RCS performance at 30 GHz along the principal plane
φ = 0 (top) and along the diagonal plane φ = 45 (bottom). The curves
corresponding to the design optimized for 10 and 15 dB are marked blue and
red, respectively, whereas the black curve indicates the scattered field from
the PEC surface.

noticed that the metallic surface causes strong reflections in
the boresight direction, in a single lobe, when the plane wave
impinges on it. Conversely, the coding metasurface diffuses
the incident wave to several directions of the space, which
results in a significant reduction of the energy in the vicinity
of the scattering peak.

For the sake of supplementary illustration, Fig. 14 shows the
bistatic RCS reduction performance of the considered design

Fig. 15. RCS characteristic in specular directions for 10-dB (top) and 15-dB
(bottom) reduction threshold. The responses at α = 0◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦
incident angles are marked (�), (�), (♦), and (�), respectively.

Fig. 16. Photographs of the prototyped metasurfaces: (a) design x∗
A

(optimized for 10-dB RCS reduction level) and (b) design x∗
B (optimized

for 15-dB RCS reduction level).

at two selected planes. As it can be observed, the reduction
very much depends on the selection of the plane, i.e., it
is increased whenever the plane misses the scattering lobes
and deteriorated otherwise. This only indicates that bistatic
performance evaluated at a few selected planes is incapable of
giving a full account for the metasurface operation, in contrast
to what has been fostered in many related works (see [12]).

To further demonstrate the relevance of the considered
design, the sensitivity of its RCS performance to oblique
incidence angles has been analyzed. Fig. 15 shows the specular
reflection performance of a coding metasurface. The monosta-
tic RCS under the oblique plane wave incidence is the RCS in
the specular direction [35]. It can be observed from Fig. 15 that
when the incident angle α changes from 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and
90◦, the scattering performance remains almost unaltered. This
allows us to conclude that the scattering performance of the
metasurface is insensitive to the angle of incidence. In other
words, the structure exhibits angularly invariant characteristics.

D. Measurement Setup and Experimental Validation

The two designs presented in Section. IV-B have been
fabricated and measured to validate the EM simulation results,
cf. Fig. 16. Due to limited amenities, the scattering perfor-
mance of a coding metasurface has only been evaluated in
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Fig. 17. Measurement setup at Reykjavik University.

Fig. 18. Block diagram of the measurement environment.

terms of reflectivity using an equivalent metallic surface as a
reference to quantify the RCS reduction.

The experimental measurements have been carried out in
the anechoic chamber of Reykjavik University and the setup
is presented in Fig. 17. The latter consists of a vector network
analyzer (VNA) and the two linearly polarized horn antennas
(PE9850/2F-15), utilized as the transmitter and the receiver,
respectively. The two antennas are positioned perpendicular
to the surface under test to realize the normal incidence of
the impinging waves and resultant reception of the reflected
waves. The distance between the device under test and the
antennas is selected to ensure operating in the far-field regime.
The schematic of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 18.
The scattering performance of the coding metasurface and the
corresponding metallic surface is evaluated by measuring the
transmission coefficient, captured by the VNA.

The comparison between the measurements and the simula-
tion results is shown in Fig. 19. A decent agreement between
the two datasets can be observed. Slight differences can be
attributed to several factors. Amidst, the spatial misalignment
of the transmitting and receiving antennas with respect to
structure under test contributes predominantly. Needless to say,
the proper orientation of a surface (realized manually) is a
challenging endeavor. A slight misalignment here may lead to
considerable discrepancies. However, the measurement data
confirm the RCS reduction bandwidth obtained through EM

Fig. 19. Measured (black) and simulated (gray) RCS reduction performance
comparison for (a) 10- and (b) 15-dB optimized design. The red curve
indicates 10- and 15-dB RCS reduction threshold.

TABLE I

CONSIDERED METASURFACE VERSUS STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGNS

simulation for both 10- and 15-dB thresholds in the frequency
range of 26.5 and 40 GHz. The measurement frequency range
is limited by the available hardware. The above findings allow
us to conclude that the coding metasurface developed using
our algorithmic framework features low observable property
in a broad frequency range, and therefore, it has the potential
to replace the metallic surfaces in applications where high
stealthiness is essential.

E. Benchmarking

The coding metasurface discussed in this work has been
benchmarked against the state-of-the-art structures from the
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literature. The comparison is carried out in terms of RCS
reduction bandwidth, the level of reduction, and the scattering
performance in specular directions. The results are given
in Table I. As indicated, the design developed using the
proposed algorithmic tools clearly outperforms other structures
(based upon multiple diffusive scattering) in terms of RCS
reduction bandwidth and level of RCS reduction. Furthermore,
our design is competitive to similar structures (based upon
single-bit coding scheme) in terms of all of the considered
performance figures. In addition, our design covers two major
radar frequency bands K and Ka, as well as a part of the
Ku-band. Therefore, it has the potential to surpass other
structures proposed for stealth applications.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents the algorithmic approach developed
for global optimization of multibit coding metasurfaces. The
adopted optimization framework offers new ways of control-
ling the peak RCS reduction threshold, as well as enable
broadband RCS reduction. The metasurface is characterized
by a two-bit coding scheme, i.e., it consists of four unique
meta-atom geometries denoted as “00,” “01,” “10,” and “11”
binary codes, each representing the phase reflection states of 0,
π /2, π , and 3π /2, respectively.

A rigorous design approach, combining global surrogate-
assisted optimization of meta-atoms and EM-driven tuning of
the entire metasurface, turns out to be critical to achieve the
aforementioned level of performance. A supervised-learning-
based technique is initially employed to determine globally
optimum meta-atom designs, subsequently used as the building
blocks of the coding metasurface. The former involves a fast
surrogate model that facilitates exploration of the parameter
space, otherwise prohibitive due to a massive number of
expensive EM-simulations involved. Still, a concurrent opti-
mization of four meta-atoms entails combinatorial explosion,
which hinders the utilization of the standard global exploration
techniques. A sequential-search strategy has been developed
specifically to address this issue. The final stage involves
direct EM-driven optimization of the entire structure, oriented
toward maximization of the RCS reduction bandwidth. The
structure has been optimized for two levels of RCS reduction,
i.e., 10 and 15 dB. The performance of the metasurface
design considered as an illustration example is investigated
using monostatic and bistatic scattering properties, indicating
that the RCS reduction is realized in a broad frequency
range, i.e., from 14.8 to 37.2 GHz for 10-dB RCS reduc-
tion level and from 16.7 to 37 GHz for 15-dB level. The
prototypes have been fabricated to corroborate the simulation
results. A good agreement between the two datasets has been
observed. Both structures have been benchmarked against
state-of-the-art designs and demonstrated to be superior in
terms of the RCS reduction bandwidth and the level of RCS
reduction.
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